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The photoluminescence and optically detected magnetic rcsonance stud-
ies of Cdr-rMnrTe (o = 0.095) are preeented. The Mn2+ magndtic resonÀnce
is dctected optically via the changea of "edge" emission induced by the de-
crease of the Mn rpin system magnetization.
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1. Introduction
Strong magncl,ic interaction affccts the optical propertics of scmirnagnctic

scnriconductors. This is demonstrated in tlrc present work by applying thc opti-
cally detecl,cd magnctic rcsonance (ODMR) techniquc. The changcs of thc "edgc"
emission of Cd1-"MnrTe (e - 0.095) induced by the Mn2* resonance are studied.
lVe show that the photoluminescence (PL) changes have the resonant charactcr,
which allows us to conclude on the ODMR detection mechanism.

2. Experimental results
The PL spectrum of the Cd1-sMnrTe sample is shown in Fig. la together

with the reflectivity spectrum measured in order to determine the Mnsrole fraction
in the crystal studied. The PL spectrum consists of the free exciton (FE) line at
1.738 meV, the acceptor bound exciton (ABE) line at 1.718 meV and a broad PL
band at 1.667 meV, which is due to free electron-acceptor (FA) and/or donor-
-acceptor pair (DAP) transition. In Fig. Lb we show the PL spectrum measured
with magnetic field set at 1.3 T. All emission lines shift towards lowcr energics with
an increase of the external magnetic field. The intensity ratio between FE to ABD
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and ABE to FA/DAP is also changed. The intensity of the ABD line is reduced,
as obscrvcd prcviously [], 2]. 1'he temperaturc dcpendcncc o[ thc PL spcctrunr
was aleo measured to exclude the possibility that the PL changes observcd in
the ODMR experiments are due to the sanrple heating by the applied microwave
power.
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Fig. f . Photolumincsccncc and reflcctivity spcctrum of the Cdr-rMn"Tc mca^srtrcrl

at 2 K under argon laser excitation. The spectrum shown in (b) was taken for external
magnetic field set at 1.3 T.
Fig. 2. Spectral dependence of the Mn2+ ODMR signal measured as the change of
the PL spectrum in phase with on-off modulated microwaves and the extcrnal magnetic
Íield set at the Mn2+ resonance (b). In (a) the change of the PL spcctrum is shown

induced by a reduction of external magnetic field. This spectrum was obtained as a
dillerence of two PL spectra taken at 1.2 T and 1.3 T.

The PL spectrum measured in phase with the on-off modulated microwave
poïver shows a very strong Mn2* magnetic resonance signal. This signal was ob-
served as the change of the "edge" emission shape and intensity but also via a

slight decrease of the intensity of a deep DAP emission at 1100 nrn. The signal ob-
served in the ODMR experiment is identical with that measured in a conventional
electron epin resonance (DSR) study. The PL response to the magnctic resonance
(spcc[ral depcndence of ODMR) was studied in the followiug way: thc constatrt
light, excitation was used and the relative PL changes were measurcd in phase with
on-olT modulated microwave power. Such spectral dcpendence of the IVÍn2* reso-

nancc signal is shown in Fig. 2b, which demonstrates l,hc response of l,he "edge"
crrrission to l,he on-off modula.l,cd microwavcs with tlrc rnagnctic ficld sct at thc
Mn2* rcsonancc. This dcpcndcnce is corlparcd with the rclativc changc of thc PL
spectrum induced by about l0% decrease of the external magnetic ficld (ltig. 2a).
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3. Discussion
The mechanism of optical detection of magnetic resonances was discussed by

several authors [3]. Some of the mechanism included non-resonant PL changes or
changes induced by the sample heating. Malyavkin and Komarov ct al. [a, 5] pro-
poscd that in scmirnagnetic scmiconductore the sanrplc nragnctizatiou rnay changc
at tlre magnetic reaonance, which in turn will change energy level splitting of cx-
citons and impurities. This would be observed in the PL experiment as a shift of
the relevant PI, lines and, possibly, as a change of their relative intensities.

If thie mechanism is responeible for the ODMR detection the spectra shown
in Fig. 2 should be similar. Such similarities are observed for the response of the
ABE and FA/DAP emissions to the magnetic resonance and the decrease of the
magnetic field. \{e conclude from these data that Mn2* resonarce is detected due
to the change of the sample magnetization at Mn2* resonance. The strong sp-d
exchange interaction between the magnetic moments of free and bound carriers
and the localized Mn spins induces a very large splitting of electronic states of
excil,ons and impurities. Thie splitting is directly proportional io the magnctiza-
tion of the Mn spin sysiem induced by thc external magnetic field. Thc Mn2+
reoonance reduces the magnetization of the sample and, consequently, inÍluences
the splitting of exciton and impurity states. As a result the "edge" emission spec-

tra shift towards higher energies which enables optical detection of the magnetic
tesonance. lVe have confirmed the above explanation by measuring the magnetic
resonance.signal via each aeparate PL line. It was obaerved that the PL changes
are induced by the Mn2* resonance and that no non-resonarlt signals occur. We
could also definitely reject [he possibility l,hat PL changes are induced by samplc
heating by the applied microwave power.

The decrease of the sample magnetization does not explain the wholc rc-
sponse of the "edge" emission to the magnetic resonance. The free exciton emission
seems to be nearly symmecrically broadened at the magnetic resonance which is
not fully understood at present. Such a response ie differcnt from that prcdictcd
by only l,he change of the Mn spin system magnetization. We also indicate that
we can exclude the eÍfects of sample heating. The strong broadening of the FE
line was not observed in our studies of the temperature dependence of the PL
spectrum.
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